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The product is un-polished. Tip style may vary. Exhaust System Type: Cat-Back. Exhaust
Tubing Material: Stainless Steel. Main Tubing Diameter: 3" to 2. When you want the best
performing, best sounding, and highest quality exhaust system, you want Borla. Borla
straight-through mufflers and mandrel-bent exhaust tubes are custom tuned to deliver the most
horsepower possible, with a subtle, slightly louder than stock sound at cruise. And the quality,
aircraft-grade, austenitic stainless steel construction allows Borla to back every Cat-Back
system with an unequaled million-mile warranty. Replacing your factory exhaust system with an
aftermarket performance system is a significant investment in money and time. Of course, you
can always try saving money and going with a cheaper system, but you may only get an
irritating exhaust tone without any real gains in power. The only silver lining with such a system
is that it probably won't last, so at least you won't have to put up with it for long. Instead of
going that route, just install a premium Borla Cat-Back exhaust system. You'll get the power and
sound you want, with quality materials and construction that will make it the last exhaust
system you'll ever need to buy for your car. Borla custom designs each exhaust system for the
specific application, to make the most horsepower and torque with the best sound quality. The
patented straight through muffler design reduces restriction and increases exhaust gas
velocity, making sure each cylinder is completely evacuated to make room for the incoming
charge. This design absorbs the sound waves without disturbing the power waves, in contrast
to the chambered mufflers used by most aftermarket companies. Chambered mufflers use
partitions or baffles to subdue sound waves, which also creates backpressure and reduces
power. The Touring series muffler has more interior capacity for a higher volume of sound
absorbing composite filament. The shape and diameter of the exhaust tubing is optimized for
volume and exhaust gas velocity. Borla mandrel bends the stainless steel tubing for smooth
bends and to make sure the pipe maintains its size and shape throughout the entire length.
Tubes that aren't mandrel bent can lose a percentage of their diameter in sharp bends. This
system features an "X" pipe, where the pipes behind the catalytic converter include a crossover
junction. This junction reduces excessive backpressure created by close firing cylinders on one
bank, allowing it to escape to the other side of the system, thereby improving low and
mid-range torque. But improved performance is only part of what you want in an aftermarket
exhaust system , because all the horsepower in the world won't matter if it doesn't sound right.
There's no need to worry with a Borla System. They have many years of automotive acoustical
experience and the company is staffed with automotive enthusiasts just like you that listen and
drive cars to make sure your system has the right sound to go with the power. The Touring
system has a slightly louder than stock sound at cruise, but with a deeper note; like adding
bass to your sound system without increasing the volume. And there's no annoying drone or
resonance through the cabin. Finally, the best power and sound is meaningless if the exhaust
system rots away in a few years. Borla uses the finest materials and construction techniques to
make sure this won't happen. They use austenitic stainless steel for their systems, which
contains high levels of nickel and chromium, to resist corrosion. This material is harder than the
lower grade stainless steel used by the OEM manufacturers, yet is very ductile. Nevertheless,
the increased hardness requires special equipment to form and bend. The muffler contains a
stainless steel perforated tube wrapped with several layers of stainless steel sound absorbing
material and a layer of ceramic sound absorbing, high temperature material, all contained in a
fully welded stainless steel shell. Borla is so confident in the quality of this system that it's
guaranteed against defects in materials and workmanship for one million miles. No matter
whether you're doing basic repairs and maintenance, modifying your car's street appeal and
performance, or adding high-tech lighting and electronics, our great selection of brand name
products and knowledgeable associates will ensure success with all your automotive projects.
We offer the finest and widest variety of automotive parts and accessories using state-of-the-art
technologies, and employ the most dedicated and creative team members. These individuals
focus on exceeding expectations of customers who want the exact component at the best price
in the quickest time. Our goal is to provide a WOW experience during every customer
interaction. Whatever you need, whether it's a replacement part to fix a broken down vehicle, a
crash part to repair a vehicle from an accident, perhaps a new set of custom wheels and tires, or
something to make it flashy or faster, lifted or lowered, we will be your one-stop shop. We fulfill
our mission daily with enthusiasm and optimism, learning from our ongoing opportunities and
successes. We enjoy a modern yet tricked out work atmosphere while ensuring a true learning
environment to develop our people. All rights reserved. Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On
the go Daily Deals. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the correct part. In-House Experts. We know our
products. Our Newsletter:. Product Details. All manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions,
used in our images and text are used solely for identification purposes only. It is neither
inferred nor implied that any item sold by CARiD is a product authorized by or in any way

connected with any vehicle manufacturers displayed on this page. Gibson Single Side Exhaust
is perfect for improved acceleration, maximum hill climbing, towing and passing power. This is
our best performing Exhaust System. Exits behind the rear tire. Quieter in the cab than any
other Performance Exhaust. Dyno test results show it makes maximum torque and horsepower
at low-end to RPM. Horsepower gains average and lb-ft of increase torque. Hassle free, bolt-on
installation with professional looking results. No welding required. Backed by a Lifetime Limited
Warranty. Additional Images. SKU: Product Notes: Gibson Single Side Exhaust is perfect for
improved acceleration, maximum hill climbing, towing and passing power. Qty :. Add to Cart
Add to Wishlist. Aluminized mandrel bent tubing. Tip Description: 3. Header Features: Tip
Specification: Inlet 3in. Round; 3. Offset Inlet;3. Offset Outlet; L in. Additional Description:
Includes all hardware and factory style hangers for easy bolt on installation. Footnote:
Warranty: Lifetime Limited Warranty. Application List Vehicle Fitment:. Package Dimensions: W
May We Suggest. All Rights Reserved. Powered by Web Shop Manager. Sign In or Create an
Account. Gibson Performance Exhaust Dealer Login Email. Contact Us We'll reply within 24
hours. Local Dealers International Buy Online. Quick Product Search. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Getting more air into
your engine and more exhaust out is the key to a performance motor. That's where exhaust
headers is significant as the first revenue of an exhaust system. Exhaust performance headers
manipulate the air flow with the performance-robbing exhaust manifold that came with your car.
Headers provide each cylinder with its own mini exhaust pipe, which means exhaust headers
prevent interference among cylinders; thus, the backpressure that occurs in common exhaust
manifolds. When cylinders don't have to fight with each other to expel their exhaust, they can
put more power through the wheels, pushing the vehicle. Combining with a high performance
cold air intake, and a cat-back exhaust system, a header system removes all restrictions of your
engine, then, it is able to perform at its full potential. Upgrading vehicle's exhaust system is a
great way to build horsepower, free up trapped torque, and improve upon restrictive factory
systems. The larger pipes, low-restriction mufflers, and tuned resonators of a well-designed
performance exhaust system can make a world of difference on your vehicle. The net result is
lower auto exhaust backpressure, more horsepower, more torque, and a much better sound.
The most restrictive part of any exhaust system is the catalytic converter. The stock catalytic
converter is meant to filter the flow of exhaust gases to reduce the amount of harmful gases
into the atmosphere. Because of this, lots of potential performance is restrained. Muffler
Exhaust Tips: Dual 3. Professional installation is highly recommended! There are a few benefits
that come from using an exhaust cat back system, such as increased horsepower and fuel
efficiency, as well as, an aggressive sound and stunning aesthetic. But to fully grasp these
benefits we first must understand the engines combustion cycle. Our professional technicians
do heavy research and development in testing car applications and fitments for our products.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery. Temporarily out of stock. We
are working hard to be back in stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30
days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Style: Round. Round Burnt. This fits your.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Spec-D Tuning V6 4. For Ford F 5. Gibson Super Truck Exhaust System. Truck Exhaust Kits Shop Line dual exhaust system 2. Next page. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Style: Round Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer
service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Item
Specification. DNA Motoring Catbacks. Importance of Catback There are a few benefits that
come from using an exhaust cat back system, such as increased horsepower and fuel
efficiency, as well as, an aggressive sound and stunning aesthetic. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United

States. There are 0 reviews and 1 rating from the United States. Top reviews from other
countries. Style: Round Verified Purchase. I has arrived but did not install it yet, looks good in
the box. Will put a review when I get it installed I have to leave for work so it will stay
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in the box till I get back. Report abuse. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: ford truck exhaust manifolds. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

